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Let {~" ..9';" n?o m?o I} be a reverse martingale such that the distribution of ~"

depends on x E feR = ( -x.x I for each Il?o m, and ~,,-"=. x. For a continuous
bounded function f on R let L,,(j. x) = Ef(~n) be the associated positive linear
operator. The properties of ~" are used to obtain the convergence properties of
L"if, xl. and some more details are given when ~" is a reverse martingale sequence
of 1I-statistics. Lipschitz properties for a subclass of these operators resulting from
an exponential family of distributions are also given. It is further shown that this
class of operators of convex functions preserves convexity also. An example of
a reverse supennartingale related to the Bleimann~Butzer-Hahn operator is also
discussed. (' )1;1-95 Academic: Pres~. Inc

1. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic methods have proved quite useful in the theory of
approximation operators. The object of this note is to exploit reverse mar
tingales to unify some properties of approximation operators. A reverse
martingale sequence is defined as follows. Let (Q, .?, P) be a probability
space and let {]F", n ~ m} be a decreasing sequence of a-fields of sets
of .? A sequence of random variables {';II' n ~ m} or more precisely
{ .;II' .:7", n ~m} is said to be a reverse martingale if \;fn ~ m, .; II is
.F,",-measurable, E 1';111 < w, and E(';" I .:7" + I) = ';11 + I a.s. Suppose that the
distribution of ';11 depends on x E I c R = (- w, w) for each n ~ m.
The interval I depends on the nature of the distribution. For example,
in Bernoulli distribution with success probability x, 1= (0, 1), and in
Gaussian distribution with expectation x, 1=( - w,w). It is well known
(cf. [3, p. 18]) that g/I' n ~ m} necessarily converges to a finite limit which
is assumed to be x. Let CB( R) be a class of continuous bounded functions
I on R. For lEeB( R) let LII(f, x) = EI(';II) be the associated positive
linear operator. The properties of LII(f, x) such as convergence, rate of
convergence, and monotonic convergence are obtained from the properties
of ';".
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A particularly interesting large class of reverse martingales is given by a
sequence ofll-statistics. A special case is the well known sequence ~,,=

( Y 1 + ... + Y,,)/n where Y J , Y2, ... are iid random variables with a
common mean x. If the distribution of Y, is a member of an exponential
family of distributions (cf. Lehmann [10]), we obtain the Lipschitz
property of the operator L,,( f, x) when f satisfies a Lipschitz condition.
This class of operators also preserves convexity for convex functions.

Section 2 gives the properties of L,,(f, x) for a general reverse martingale
sequence ~". Moreover, these results are made more precise when ~" is a
sequence of:rt-statistics. In Section 3 we prove the Lipschitz property of
L"U; x) when ~II = ( Y 1 + ... + YII)/n and Y 1 has a general exponential
distribution. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss an example of a reverse
supermartingale related to the Bleimann~Butzer-Hahnoperator.

2. PROPERTIES OF LII(f, x)

In what follows w(/; 6) denotes the usual modulus of continuity of f The
general properties of LIIU, x) are given by the following.

THEOREM I. Let {.;", ."F", n ~m} be a square integrable reverse
martingale such that the distribution of';" depends on x E Ie R 'in ~ m and
£';\=x. For fECB(Rl let L,,(j,x)=£f(c;,,) anda;'(.\)=£(~II-x)2.Then

(i) lim" ~x LII(j, x) = fix) for each x E I.

(ii) IL,,(f, x) - f(x)1 ~ 2w(f, a,,(x)).

(iii) L,,(j, xl ~ Ln+ d/; xl ~ '" ~ fix) provided f is convex.

Proof A reverse martingale necessarily converges to a finite limit
(cf. [3, p. 18]), and since £~ 1 = x, hence ~"~ x as n -+ oc. Moreover, since
f is continuous and bounded, (i) follows from the bounded convergence
theorem. To prove (ii), let 6>0 and set A= [1c;,,-xl/<5J where [yJ
denotes the greatest integer ~y. Clearly,

and

IL,,(/; x) - f(x)1 ~ £ If(~,,) - f(x)/ ~ E( 1+ ),) w(/; 6).

Since A is an integer-valued random variable, we have
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or the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives

Hence (ii) follows by choosing t:5 = a,,(x). To prove (iii) we note that

L,,(f, x) = Ef(c,,,) = E(E(f(c,,,) I~+ tl),

and the conditional version of Jensen's inequality gives

L,,(f, x) ~ Ef(E(c,,, I ,P:,,+ I)) = Ef(c,,, + I) = L,,+ I(f, x).
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This completes the proof.

We now specialize .;" to an important and a rather large class of reverse
martingales given by a sequence ofW-statistics. To define it let Y1 , Yz, ...
be iid (independent and identically distributed) random variables with
a distribution function F( y), and let 4J( Y 1, ... , Ym) be a real symmetric
measurable function on Rm such that E 14J( Y1 , ••• , Ym)1 < w where m( ~ 1)
is a fixed integer. Then the sequence of aU-statistics is defined by

n ;:; m. (1)

Let .~ = ~(o/I" ,1/" + I' ... ) be a sequence of a-fields generated by JU",
JU" + I' .... It is well known (cf. [2, p. 377]) that {'fI", .'F", n ;:; m} is a reverse
martingale. Now let x = E4J( Y j , ••• , Ym) be a real functional of F such that
XElcR. For fECB(R) define the operator LIl(f,x)=Ef(JIIIl ). Clearly,
PlI" = x \in;:; m and)?I"~ x as n ->X. Consequently, Theorem 1 holds
for the sequence {)II", ~, n ~ In} if~" is replaced by 'W" and 4J is square
integrable.

To gain some more insight we use a fundamental result due to HoefTding
(cf. [4, 11 J). Let

and

4Jj ( Yl, ... , y) = E¢J( YI' ..., Yl , Y i + I' ... , Ym),

4Jm( YI' ... , )'m) = 4J( YI, ... , Ym)'

1~j~m-l,

Note that E4Jj ( Y1 , ... , Y) = E4J( Y\, ..., Ym) = x, and set

1 ~j~ln.

The following properties of OIl-statistics are due to HoefTding (cf. [4, 11]).
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THEOREM (Hoeffding). Let 11" be defined by (I) and assume that ¢> is
square integrable. Then

?nrp mp
(i) ~_l~ var( (ill,,) ~ _~m

n n
(ii) var(ilI,,)=n I m 2pl +O(n- 2

)

(iii) n var( )11,,) is a non-increasing function of n

(iv) var(illm ) = Pm' lim n var(!/I,,) = m 2Pl

(v) lim P (fi(~x) ~ y) = ~r .exp( -t 2/2) dt.
" - x m PI V 2rc -x

From these properties one easily obtains the following.

THEOREM 2. Let L,,( j; x) = £f(ll,,) whereJ/i" is deJined by (1) and 4> is
square integrable. Then

(a) IL"U; x) -I(x)/ ~ (I + mp",) w(f, I/fi)·

(b) Assume that E¢>4( Y 1 , ••• , Y"J < oc. fr.f' and I" are continuous and
I" is bounded, then

?

}~mx: n(L,,(f, x) - I(x)) = m?l .f"(x).

Moreover, the same conclusion holds if the Iirst three derivatives are
continuous and I'" is bounded.

Proof Let A= [IOIJ,,- xl/J], J > 0, and recall that

IL,,(f, x) - I(x)1 ~ (I + £),) w(f, J).

Since £),~EA.2~E(1I"-),Y/P~mp,,,//1(P, (a) follows by choosing
J = n - 1/2. To prove (b) let h" =11" - x and obtain the Taylor expansion

f(JIJ,,)=f(x)+h,J'(x)+ h; j"(x) +R",

where

h;v"
R"=-2-' v" = (f"(x + Bh,,) - .f"(x)), 0 < H< 1.

Consequently, taking expectation we have

J Eh~ j"L,,(f,x)= (x)+2 (x) +£R".
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It should be noted that It"~ 0 and v"~ 0 as n ...... XJ. Let f. > O. Since
I" is continuous, there is 15 > 0 such that 11',,1 < B whenever IIt,,1 < J. Also,
11',,1 ~ M due to the boundedness of1". Using I as the indicator function we
have

E IR"I = E IR"I/( IIt,,1 < <5) + E IR"I/( IIt,,1 ~<5)

~ e ~h~ +~ Eh~/( Ih,,1 ~ <5)

emp M
~__m + _ Eh~/( Ih,,1 ~ <5).

2n 2

Since ErjJ4(Yl>'''' Y",) < (Xj, it is well known (cr. [9, p.21; 11, p.9]) that

Now the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives

and by the Markov inequality we have

Thus

Eh,~ I( Ilt,,1 ~ <5) ~ 0(11- 2
),

and it follows from above that

as 11 -> C:(;.

Hence the conclusion in (b) follows. Using the Taylor expansion up to the
third derivative a similar argument applies if 1'" is bounded.

Letting t/J( y) = y in (1) we obtain an important special case of 41" given
by ~,,= ( Y1 + ... + Y,,)!11 where Y1 , Y2 , ••• are iid random variables with
mean EYI = x E I and variance O'

2(x). A number of well known operators
such as Bernstein, Szasz, Weierstrass, Baskakov, Gamma, etc., are covered
by this special case (cf. [7]). Clearly, Theorems 1 and 2 hold for this
reverse martingale. However, since PI =O'

2(x), (a) in Theorem 2 can be
restated as
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max IL"Cf, x) - f(x)1 ~ (l + max a 2(x)) w (.t; ~),
:x~x~/J :x~x~rJ V n

where [iX, (J] is a fixed subinterval of 1.

3. LIPSCHITZ AND CONVEXITY PRESERVING PROPERTIES

We first prove the Lipschitz property of the operator L,,(f, x) in the case
when (" = ( Y) + ... + Y,,)/n and the distribution of Y/s is a member of an
exponential family (cf. Lehmann [10]). Although the result is specialized
to (", it still represents a large class and includes many well known
operators in the literature.

Let Y 1 , Y2 , '" be iid random variables with a common exponential
density

f( y, 0) = exp( Oy - h( 0) ), OE J, (2)

relative to a a-finite measure p( y) where 0 is a parameter with values in an
open interval J (possibly infinite). Let S" = Y L + ... + Y" and (" = S"/n,
n~ 1. It is well known (cf [10]) that b(O) is analytic and EY1 =b'(O) and
var(Yj ) =a2(0)=b"(0) >0. Let fECB(R) and set L,,(f,O)=Ef«(,,). The
Lipschitz property of L,,(f, x) (a version of L,,(f, 0)) is a consequence of
the following.

THEOREM 3. ijf(x)ELip'(A)(O~iX~I),i.e., If(x))-f(X2)I~A Ix)-x21"
(O~iX~ I), then

(3)

Proof It is well known (cf. [10]) that the distribution of S" is again of
the exponential type with density

g,,( y, 0) = exp( Oy - nb( e)), (4)

relative to a a-finite measure p,,(y). Moreover, g"(y,O) is known to
be stochastically ordered. Let O2 > 01 and let Fj ( y) (i = 1,2) denote the
distribution functions with respective densities g,,( y, OJ) (i = 1, 2). Then

for all y,
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and it follows from Lemma I (cf. Lehmann [10, p. 73]) that there exist
random variables .r" and V" such that .r" ~ V"' and the distributions of .'T"
and V" are F 1 and F2 , respectively. Let

V" = W" + .r", W" = V" -.r,,?' 0,

and let F( IV, u) denote the joint distribution of W" and .'T". Then the
marginal distribution of .'T" is F 1 , and the distribution of the sum
W" + .'T" = V" is F2 • Hence it follows that

and

Since t'''(°~:x ~ I), t?, ° is concave and f E Lip"'( A), it follows from
Jensen's inequality that

Since EW,,=E(V,,-.'1,.)=n(b'(02)-b'(Od»0, we have

IL,,(f, O2 ) - L,,(f, °1 )/ ~ A Ib'(02) - b'(O] W·

This completes the proof of (3 ).

To deduce the Lipschitz property for L,,(f, x) we note that 0 in (2) is
merely a reparametrization of some other parameter. That is, let x E I be
the parameter of the distribution of Y h then 0 = O(x) E J is a function of x.
Here is an example to clarify the idea and the process of reparametrization.

EXAMPLE. Let YI , Y2 , ... be iid random variables having a Poisson
distribution given by

k = 0, 1,2, ... , X E 1= (0, oc).

f( y, 0) = exp(Oy -b(O),

Clearly,

I
dp(y)=" y=O, 1,2, ...,

y.

where 0 = In x, b( 0) = ell, b'(0) = ell = x. Thus 0 is merely a reparametriza
tion of x. The reader is referred to [7] for such reparametrizations in other
examples of exponential family.
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Now that (J=(J(x) is a unique solution of b'(O)=x in an exponential
family, we can write LII(I x) instead of LII(IO). Thus we have the
following corollary.

COROLLARY. Let b'(())=XEI and hence (}=()(x). Then

(5)

iland on~v if fE Lip~(A) (O~(X~ 1).

Remarks. Since b'( 0) = x in the corollary is only a reparametrization,
hence (5) holds true for the exponential family defined by (2). Included in
(2) are such distributions as binomial, Poisson, geometric, and normal,
etc., to name a few. Hence the corollary applies to such operators as
Bernstein, Szasz, Baskakov, and Weierstrass, etc. (see [7, p. 199]).

The general conditions for preserving convexity for positive linear
operators of convex functions are given by [5]. However, in view of the
fact that ~1I=(Yl+'" + YII)!n = SII!n and the family (2) cover many
operators, the following special case is stated for the sake of completeness.

THEOREM 4. Let Y" Y 2 , ... be iid random variables Ivith the exponential
density (2). Let ~II = (Y t + .. , + YII)!n and L,JI x) = LII(I 0) = Efl~")

a-here b'(O)=XEI. If f is convex, then LIIU,x) is convex in x.

Proof Since the distribution of SII is also exponential, it is enough to
prove the theorem for n = 1. The proof rests on the following facts. Let
0, < O2 < ... < Om and y, < Y2 < ... < Ym' The density function f( y, 0) =
exp(Oy - b( 0)) is said to be TP J (totally positive of order 3) if the determi
nant L1 m = lexp(0; Yj - b( O;lll, i, j = I, 2, ... , m is positive for I ~m ~ 3, and
STP3 if L1 m is strictly positive for I ~ m ~ 3. Clearly, the positivity of L1 m

is equivalent to the positivity of the determinant J m = lexp( 0; ;)1, i,
j = 1,2, ... , m. It can be verified that Jm > 0 for 1~ m ~ 3 so that f( y, 0) is
STP3 • In fact, Jm > 0 for each m = 1, 2, ... (see Lehmann [10, p. 115] and
Karlin [5, pp.l1-12, 15-16]), and this is known as the STP property.
Moreover, it is obvious that if g(x) is an increasing function, then
k(y,x) = exp(g(x) y) is also STP. Now that b'(O) is increasing (b"(O»O),
its inverse b' -I ( . ) is also increasing. Consequently, the reparametrized den
sity fry, 0) = exp(Oy - b( 0)) by the equation b'( 0) = x (0 = b' -'(x)) is also
STP and hence TP3 . Now recalling that EY= f yf(y, 0) dp(y)=b'(())=x,
the theorem follows from Proposition 3.2 of Karlin (cf. [5, p. 23] ).
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4. A REVERSE SUPERMARTINGALE AND THE

BLEIMANN-BuTZER-HAHN OPERATOR
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We now discuss an example of a reverse supermartingale which
appears in the Bleimann-Butzer-Hahn operator. The primary purpose of
this section is to cite one more example reflecting the basic spirit of the
article. Secondly, this will also correct a minor error in [8]. Let Y 1, Y2 , '"

be iid Bernoulli random variables with probability p = xl( 1+ x)( x> 0),
i.e., P( Y1 = I) = I - P( Y1 = 0) = p. Let S" = Y1 + ... + Y" and ,;" =
S" I( n - 5" + I ). For IE C[ 0,::£) the Bleimann-Butzer-Hahn operator is
defined by

" (n)L,,(f,x)=Ef((,,)=(1+x)-lIk~of(kl(n-k+I)) k x k.

In order to prove monotonic convergence it was claimed in [8] that
£(,;" I S" + I) = ,;" + I' This is not quite correct. In fact the same argument as
given in [8] shows that

£(,;" I S,,+ I) = ';"+1
=n

if S"+I";;n

if S" + 1 = n + I.
(6)

Since .;" + 1 = n + I if S" + 1 = n + I, we have

and (7)

where .¥"=:J6(S,,, 5"+1' ... ) is the u-field generated by S", S,,+I' .... Thus
{(", .¥", 11 ~ I} is a reverse supermartingale. Using (6) one also verifies that

/1+ 1

E~,,= I E(~III SII+I =k) P(5"+1 =k)
k~O

"
= L E(,;"ISII+I=k)P(S,,+I=k)+nP(S,,+,=n+l)
k~O

"
= I ,;,,+ I(k) P(5,,+ 1 =k)+ nP(S" +1 =n + I),
k~O

where ("+1(k)=k/(n-k+2)=("+1 when 5"+1 =k. Hence

E( II = E( II + 1 + np" + 1 - (n + I) p" + 1 = E,; II + 1 - p" + I ,,;; Er:;" + 1.

The property of monotonic convergence for L,lf, x) can now be proved
and a minor error in [8] is corrected as follows. Let I( . ) be a decreasing
convex function on [0, ::£). Then by Jensen's inequality we have
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It follows from (6) that

n+1
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Ef(E((, I Sn+ 1))= L f(E(~n I Sn+ 1 =k)) P(Sn+l =k)
k~O

II

= 2.: f(¢1l+ I(k) P(SII+ 1= k) + f(n) P(SII+ 1= n + 1)
k=O

= Ln+ I(f, x) + (f(n) - f(n + I») P(SII+ 1= n + I)

Consequently from (8) we have

Moreover, if f is an increasing concave function, then by the preceding
argument applied to -f or directly from (7) and Jensen's inequality we
have

Ln(f, x) = Ef(~,.) = EE(f(e,,.} I Sn + I) ~ Ef(E(e,,, IS" + 1))

~ Ef(e,n + ,) = L n+ df, x).
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